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In early January, TMP hosted a retreat in Manila for 
leaders from our five partner sites in the Philippines, with 
two TMP staff plus a volunteer teacher joining in. Two full 
days were spent discussing ministry, God, and life, in a 
setting where our Filipino partners were able to experience 
some much needed rest. For many of them, this short 
period of rest provided fresh energy for the challenging 
conditions they will work in this upcoming year.

This extended time with our Philippines partners left TMP 
staff with several impressions. First, our Filipino partners 
continue to demonstrate remarkable faithfulness to God 
and people. They minister in challenging settings where 
the love of God is desperately needed. They are both good 
at and faithful in their ministries.

Second, our Filipino partners have a clear vision for what 
they do in each of their own trash dump communities. 

They understand the people of their neighborhoods and 
are finding ways to connect intention with action. Not 
only is the Gospel being shared in these communities, but 
it is also seen and experienced by those who live there.

Third, TMP has a clarified commitment to invest even 
more in our partners on a personal level. While training is 
valuable and will continue, some of our most encouraging 
conversations happened because of the personal setting 
of the retreat. This impression is helping us to creatively 
imagine ways to better help our Filipino partners, as well 
as our partners in other countries. As you pray for the 
discipleship component of TMP please specifically pray 
for us as God reveals how we can do this more effectively.
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REST AND RENEWED VISION FOR LEADERS IN THE PHILIPPINES

A generous donor has offered to match each dollar donated toward the AFE college scholarship fund in 2019, up to 
a total of $50,000. AFE anticipates $96,000 in college scholarship needs this year. If you would like to invest in the 
lives of these students, you can give to either the general scholarship fund (make check payable to Trash Mountain 
Project and put “college fund” in the memo), or designate the recipient at afehonduras.org/donate and choose 
“College Scholarships” from the drop-down menu. Your gift will automatically be matched dollar for dollar until AFE 
reaches their goal of $96,000 in 2019. Thank you so much for your continued partnership of reaching the least, the 
lost and the forgotten children and families living in trash dump communities around the world.

AFE COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM MATCHING GIFT OPPORTUNITY



As TMP seeks effective ways to serve and 
support children and families living in 
trash dump communities, we often turn to 
our international partners for ideas. These 
local leaders are the ones who best know 
the culture, context and capacity within 
the community. Turning to our local leaders 
at Kids With A Hope in the Dominican 
Republic generated an exciting new project 
– El Instituto de Inglés – The English 
Institute. Eliezer Ureña, the son of Pablo and 
Elizabet, proposed establishing an English 

teaching program at the Kids With a Hope 
Technical School. Eliezer’s research shows 
that Dominican citizens who speak English 
well have better employment opportunities 
and receive higher pay than those who have 
similar skills but do not speak English. The 
Institute will be a three-year learning program 
that first targets teenagers and children in 
the after-school program. Once the program 
is up and running, interested adults within 
the community will also have an opportunity 
to learn English.

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC NEWS & INFO

From the 2017 school year to the 2018 school year, the number of elementary and 
secondary students who dropped out of the program was reduced from 18 to 3. 
That’s an 80% improvement!

For TMP partners like AFE in Honduras, education dramatically increases the long-term livelihood prospects of 
dump workers and their children by making them more employable. For six AFE students who graduated from high 
school in November, the tenacity that helped them reach this colossal achievement is also propelling them to reach 
even greater goals. Each student plans to continue formal education, and their dreams include becoming a physical 
therapist, radiology tech, pastry chef, nurse, lawyer and computer technician. All of these students have either 
worked on the dump across from AFE or have family members who do, and one particular student, Julio, actually 
worked full time picking at the dump while completing his studies in AFE’s afternoon classes for adults in order to 
support his ailing parents and younger siblings.

In December*, AFE celebrated the graduates in style with an Oscar-themed graduation ceremony that was complete 
with elegant attire, a performance by the 9th graders, a graduate speech, a skit and black light dance by the 
graduates, a dinner and the awarding of their diplomas.

Although AFE wants these students to reach their dreams and continue their education alongside students currently 
in college, they need financial help to do so. It costs roughly $6,000 a year for tuition, housing, books, etc. per 
student, depending on where and what they are studying, and only one of the 14 students currently enrolled in 
college is fully funded this year.

How can you help? Thanks to the generosity of a faithful donor, ALL funds given toward helping AFE students in 
college will be MATCHED. Check out page four of this newsletter for details on how to participate!

GRADUATING TOWARD A HOPEFUL FUTURE

*Cultural note: If you are curious as to why students graduate in December, the Honduran school 
year runs from February to November.

• Cristian, a former KWAH student, is now working at KWAH, primarily helping in the 
aquaponics facility.

• The KWAH church held a 3-day family fair last November aimed at evangelism through 
chats for both adults and youth, an afternoon of play for children and an evangelistic 
church service. 600 people attended.

• As a result of people coming to Christ at the evangelistic weekend, the church had a 
double wedding and three people, including some of the newlyweds, were baptized the 
following weekend.

• KWAH hosted a 4-day medical clinic November 5-8 for children in the program, as well 
as their families and the community as time allowed, during which 483 patients were 
seen.

• The KWAH staff has taken on some very hard-to-work-with kids including a boy named 
Julio Angel, a 12 year old who used to work on the dump, who was expelled from school 
because he was “a terror and flunked.” His mother took him to KWAH begging them 
to help. Initially, he was very problematic and violent at times, but after working with 
him for more than a month, he started doing his part and his behavior began to change. 
KWAH has helped him get re-enrolled in the same school he was expelled from where 
they evaluated him and promoted him to 5th grade! The director of the school was 
shocked when she heard him say, “I changed.”
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ADDITIONAL UPDATES FROM KIDS WITH A HOPE:
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“Stats and figures rarely compel sustainable action. The most 
effective fuel for a life-changing solution is communicating 
through story. A real person. A real obstacle. A real victory.”

- David Kinnan, Lead Pastor at Fountain Springs Church, Rapid City, SD


